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§ 4. SEMI-COMPINGENT LATTICES
In [17] DE VRIES has introduced the notion of a compingent algebra.
Such an algebra is a Boolean algebra provided with a supplementary
relation - the compingent relation ~. The following result in [17] is the
starting point for our discussion. Let X be a topological space. Then there
is a canonical one-to-one correspondence between the Hausdorff compacti-
fications of X and the so-called basic subcompingent algebras of B(X),
where B(X) is the Boolean algebra of all regularly open sets of X and
~ in B(X) is defined by U ~ V if and only if U and X\ V are functionally
separated.
In order to obtain an algebraic approach to the theory of cocompacti-
fications it is quite natural to study compingent algebras "without sym-
metry" i.e. lattices with a supplementary relation.
The partial ordering of the lattice is denoted by ;;;;. The join and meet
of x and yare denoted by x V y and x 1\ y respectively.
DEFINITION 4.1. A semi-compinqent lattice is a triple (L, ~, 1), where
L is a distributive lattice with zero 0 and unit 1,~ is a relation on L,
and 1 is a subset of L which contains 0 and 1. The elements of 1 are called
the inflatable elements of L.
The following axioms hold.
L1. If a ~ b, then a;;;;b.
L2. If al;;;;a~b;;;;bl, then al~bl'
L3. If al ~ bl and a2~ b2, then al 1\ a2 ~ bl 1\ bz and al V a2 ~ bl V bz-
L4. 0 ~ 0 and 1~ 1.
L5. If a ~ bi' 0, then there exist cc; di E 1, i = 1, ... , n such that Ci ~ di,
i = 1, ... , n, and a ~ CI 1\ ... 1\ Cn i' 0 and dl 1\ ... 1\dn ~ b.
L6. If C E 1, a, bEL, a~ band C 1\ b = 0, then there exists dEL such
that C~ d and d 1\ a = O.
L7. If b;;;;, a and bi'a, then there exists C such that b 1\ C = 0 and
a 1\ Ci'O.
It should be observed that Ll through L4 and L5* (below) also appear
in the definition of a compingent Boolean algebra. In a compingent
Boolean algebra the following condition is satisfied:
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If a ~ b, then bO~ aO, where °denotes the complement operator. From
t his it follows that axioms L6 and L7 hold in a B oolean alge bra (Take
I =L).
Axiom L7 is t he Wallman disjunction proper ty (cf. [18]).
Our first objective is to construct for each semi-compingent lattice
(L ,~' I) a space f-lL, a compact cospace yI of f-lL (theorem 4.2) and a
hemi-compact space (f-lL, C£) (theorem 4.3). Alt hough the results are quit e
differ ent , the similar ity between our methods and t hose in [17] , [12] and
[16] should be noticed.
It should also be observed that there is a st ro ng similarity be tween
axioms SPI through S P5 and axioms Ll through L6. The sligh t differen ce
between the two systems is caused by the fact that in a semi-proximity
space the intersection of two inflatable sets need not be inflatable.
In the sequel we sometimes state as a corollary (without proof) a result
about semi-proximity sp aces. Such a corollary can be deduced by making
use of the similarity between the systems of axiom s "S P " and "L".
In all instances, except one (lemma 4.5) , the following weaker form
of L5 is used.
L5* . If a ~ b -# 0, then there exists e EL such t hat c i= 0 an d a ~ c~ b.
H ere we present a typical example of a semi-com pingent latti ce. F irst
we mention some proper ti es of regularly open sets. A set is ca lled regularly
open if it is the interior of its closure. A set which is the int erior of a closed
set is regularly op en. The smalles t regularly open set containing t he regu-
larly op en subsets U and V of X is intxclx( U U V ). Thus for t he meet
and join of the lattice of regul arly open subse ts of X we have U 1\ V =
= U n V and U V V =intxclx( U U V).
EXAMPLE 4.1. Suppose PA is a perfect neigh bourhood subbase of a
T 1-space X . Let C£ den ote t he strong in clu sion which is induced by PA'
Let L be the lattice of regularly op en subsets of X.
For a, bEL let a ~ b if and only if a (£ b.
Let 1= {aja=intx(AI U ... U An); Ai E PA}.
Then (L,~, I) is a semi-compingent lattice.
This is proved in the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.1. (L , ~, I) as defined in examp le 4.1 IS a semi-
compingent lattice.
Proof. Axiom Ll t hrough L4 are obviously satisfied because C£
sa t isfies SPI through S P4.
By corollary 2.1 we have for the subsets of X : A C£ B if and only if
there exist Ai,~, A ii and Bii (i=I , ... , m ; i= l , ... ,nil such that
A = n {Ai li= 1, , m}, B = n {~ Ii = 1, , m},
Ai= U {Aii li = l, ,nt}, Bi= U {Btili= l, , n t}
and
A iiC£' B li , i =l , ... , m ; i= l, .. ., nt .
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Recall that At} ~' B tj if there exist A' and B' E i:J8 such that A tj C A' < [!J
B' C B tj.
For each i and j select Oij and Dt} E fJa such that
For each i E {I, ... , m} let
Ot= U {Ot}lj=l, ... ,nt}, Dt = U {Dijlj=l, ... ,n;},
ci=intxOt and dt=intxDt.
Then Ct ~ dt, i = I, ... , m, and A ~ Cl /\ ... /\ Cm and d: /\ ... /\ dm ~ B.
Now it easily follows that axiom L5 is satisfied.
In the proof of theorem 2.4 it has been shown that the clements of .rJ8
are inflatable. Because the interior of a regularly closed inflatable set is
inflatable, it follows that intxA is inflatable for each A E fJa. Because
the finite union of inflatable sets is inflatable and the finite union of
regularly closed sets is regularly closed it follows that axiom L6 holds.
If a and b are regularly open sets, a C b and a 7= b, then clxa can not
contain b. (Otherwise clxb C clxa and be a). Let x E b\clxa. Because
b\clxa is a regularly open set which contains x, it follows that axiom L7
is satisfied.
If no confusion is likely to arise the semi-compingent lattice (L, <, I)
is denoted by L.
DEFINITION 4.2. A concentric system in a semi-compingent lattice L
is a non-empty subset :F of L such that
01. 0 rt .'7'.
02. If a, b E:F, then there exists CE:F such that C<a /\ b.
Every concentric system is contained in a maximal one. Ma;'imal con-
centric systems are denoted by small Greek letters ~,'Yj, .... For maxi-
mality of a concentric system we have the following criterion.
THEOREM 4.1. A concentric system :F in a semi-compingent lattice
L is maximal if and only if for all a and bEL the following condition is
satisfied:
M: If a <b, then b E:F or there exists C E:F such that a /\ C = O.
COROLLARY 4.1. A concentric system .'7' in a semi-proximity space
(X, ~) is maximal if and only if for all subsets A and B of X the following
condition is satisfied:
If A ~ B, then BE:F or there exists 0 E:F such that A n 0 = 0.
Proof: "only if". Suppose:F IS maximal and a<b. Let b=b1•
Inductively on n an element bn+l is chosen such that a ~ bn+l~ bn
(L5*).
Now suppose a /\ C oF 0 for every C E :F.
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Then {d 1\ bnld EO :F, n = 1, 2, ... } is a concentric system as is easily seen.
Because :F is maximal, it follows that b EO :F.
"if". Suppose that a concentric system :F satisfies condition M and is
not maximal. Let :F C ~ and :F =I=~.
Choose b EO ~\:F and a EO :F. By 02 there exists c EO ~ such that c ~ a 1\b.
Because b ~ :F and c ~ b there exists d EO :F such that d 1\ c = o. It follows
that ~ does not satisfy 01.
The following propositions are used in the sequel.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let L be a semi-compingent lattice.
If a EO L and a # 0, then there exists a maximal concentric system ~
which contains a.
Proof. By L5* for each n there exists bn # 0 such that 0 ~ bn+l~
~ bn~ a. {bnln = 1, 2, ... } is a concentric system.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let ~ be a maximal concentric system in a senn-
compingent lattice L.
(i) If a EO ~ and a~b, then b EO~.
(ii) a 1\ b EO ~ if and only if a EO ~ and b EO ~.
Proof. (i) Select c EO ~ such that c ~ a. Then c ~ band c 1\ d#O for
every d EO~. By theorem 4.1 we have b EO~.
(ii) easily follows from (i).
COROLLARY 4.2. Let:F be a maximal concentric system III a semi-
proximity space (X, <£).
(i) If A EO:F and A <£ B, then B EO :F.
(ii) A n B EO:F if and only if A EO:F and B EO:F.
DEFINITION 4.3. Let (L,~, I) be a semi-compingent lattice. Let A
denote the collection of all maximal concentric systems of L.
For every a EO L let ,ua= {~I~ EO A and a EO nand va= {~[~ EO A and cl\a#O
for every c EO n
,uL - the 8pace generated by (L, ~' I) - is the set A endowed with the
topology for which {,ua[a EO L} is a base for the open sets.
'1'1 -the cospace generated by (L,~, I)-is the set A endowed with the
topology for which {va[a EO I} is a subbase for the closed sets.
THEOREM 4.2. Let (L,~, I) be a semi-compingent lattice.
Then,uL is a completely regular T1-space. '1'1 is a compact cospace of ,uL.
va = clf"L,ua for every a EO L.
The proof of theorem 1 follows from the lemmas 4.1 through 4.5 below.
In all lemmas we are dealing with a fixed semi-compinqeni lattice (L, ~, I).
LEMMA 4.1. (i) a;;,b if and only if ua C pb.
(ii) ,u(a 1\ b)=,ua n pb.
(iii) {,ua[a EO L} is a basis for a Hausdorff topology on ,uL.
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Proof. (i) Suppose a ~b and ~ Epa. Then a E~. By proposition 4.3
we have b E~, whence ~ E pb .
Suppose a;,; b. Then b;:;; a V band b -f- a V b. By the disjunction property
L7 there exists c such that (a V b) 1\ c#O and b 1\ c=O. It follows that
b 1\ c=O and a 1\ c#O. By proposition 4.2 we have uia 1\ c)#0.
Let ~ E p(a 1\ c) Cpa n uc, Then c E ~ and b i ~.
Hence ~ i pb and pa 1- ub,
(ii) This is an immediate consequence of proposition 4.2, (ii).
(iii) pO -r-r 0 and pI = p L, This and the result in (ii) show that {pa ;a E L}
is a base for the open sets of p.L,
Suppose ~ # 'YJ . Then {a 1\ bla E~, b e 'YJ} satisfies 02.
Because ~ and 'YJ are maximal this collection ean not satisfy 01. Hence
there exist c E ~ and d E 1) sueh that c 1\ d = O. By (ii) we have pc n pd = 0.
~ E uc and 'YJ E pd.
Thus the Hausdorff property is proved.
LEMMA 4 .2. (i) ua C va,
(ii) If a ~ b, then va C pb.
(iii) va=clflLpa and pa=intflL1Ja.
Proof. (i) Obvious.
(ii) If ~ E va and a ~ b, then b E ~ by theorem 4.1.
(iii) First we show va C clfll,pa. Suppose ~ i cl/lLpa. Then there exists
bEL such that ~ E pb and ua r. pb = 0.
Tt follows that a 1\ b = 0 (lemma 4.1) and ~ iva.
Now we prove clflLpa C l'a. Suppose ~ f/'.l ICt . Select b E ~ such that b 1\a = O.
Then pb n pll = (/) (lemma 4.1) and ~ E pb. It follows that ~ i clflL/la.
pa C va by (i). Therefore ua C intflLva.
Suppose ~ co intflLva. Select b E ~ such that ~ E pb C va (lemma 4.1, (iii)).
If b ~~ a, then there exists c such that p(b 1\ c) ,., 0 and p( a 1\ c) = 0 (cf. proof
of lemma 4.1, (i)). Let 17 E p(b 1\ c)=pb n uc.
Then 17 i va because p(a 1\ c) = 0 and va= clfll,fla.
This contradicts the choice of b.
Thus b S.a and a E ~ by proposition 4.3. It follows that intfll,va C ua.
LEMMA 4.3. flL is a completely regular Tt-space. If a~ b, then clflLa
and flL\flb are functionally separated.
Proof. From axiom L5* it follows that if a ~ b, then there exists
c E L such that a ~ c ~ b.
From lemma 4.2 and the proof of proposition 2.3 it now follows that
if a ~ b, then va and pL\pa are functionally separated.
LEMMA 4.4. The space vI is compact.
Proof. In view of the Alexander lemma [13] p. 139 it is sufficient
to show that each subcollection of {vala E I} with the finite intersection
property has a non-empty intersection.
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Suppose § is such a subcollection. Let qj = {vblb E L; there exists vc E §
such that C <b}. First we show n §" = n (g. Obviously n §" en (g.
Suppose ~ f/= n §". Then there exists vb E §" such that ~ f/= vb, Select a, C E~,
such that b /\ C = 0 and a <c. Because b e I, there exists I E L such that
b <I and a/\ 1=0. It follows that ~ f/= vi and vi E qj. Hence n §" :J n qj.
Now let (g' = {bl /\ ... /\ bnlvbt E qj, i= 1, ... , n}. Then (g' is a concentric
system as is easily seen (L5*). Let ~ be a maximal concentric system which
contains qj'. Then b E ~ for every b E qj. Hence ~ E n qj = n §".
LEMMA 4.5. v] is a cospace of flL. The collection t!l* of all finite inter-
sections of {vala E I} is a condensed closed neighbourhood subbase of flL.
v] = *flL(t!l*).
Proof. Suppose ~ E ua. Select b <a such that b E~. By condition
L6 there exist Ct and dt from I, i=l, ... ,n, such that ct<dt, i=l, ... ,n
and b <ci /\ ... /\ Cn and dl /\ ... /\ e; <a.
Then
and
It follows that t!l* is a neighbourhood subbase of flL and v] is a cospace
of flL.
Let 1* denote the collection of all finite meets of I.
If C=Cl /\ ... /\ Cn, Ct E I, then AC denotes VCl n ... n VCn.
Now from the first paragraph of this proof it follows that if a, bEL
and a <b, then there exist c, d e 1* such that a < C <d <band
AC C fld.
From this we first deduce that if a < b, then va<f?l*flb.
Let a < b be given. Select c(O) and d(l) such that a < c(O) < d(l) < b
and AC(O) C fld(I). For each dyadic rational number t with O<t< 1 write
t in the form t = (2m + 1). 2-n and choose, inductively on n, c(t) and d(t)
from 1* such that
d(2m· 2-n) < c(t) < d(t) < c((2m + 2). 2-n) and AC(t) C fld(t).
It follows that Ac(r) C fld(r) C intIlLAc(s) whenever O<r<s< 1, rand S
dyadic rational.
Thus if a < b then va and flL\flb are functionally separated by t!l*.
Now it is easily seen that t!l* satisfies conditions BO and Bl. In order
to check that condition B2 is satisfied, it is sufficient to prove that the
following condition is satisfied. If n {vatIi= 1, ... , n; at E I}=0, then there
exist btEL such that at <bt, i=l, ... ,n and n {vbtli, ,n}=0. Suppose
that this condition is not satisfied. Then §" = {bl /\ /\ bnlat< bt E L,
i= 1, ''', n} is a concentric system as is easily seen. Let ~ be a maximal
concentric system which contains §". Then ~ f/= vaj for some i E {I, ... , n}
because n {vat\i= 1, ... , n}=0. Select c, d E ~ such that C< d and d /\ aj=O.
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Because aj E 1, by axiom L6 there exists eE L such that aj~ e and
e /\ c = O. Then e rt~. However, e E ~ by proposition 4.3 , which is a
contradiction.
DEFI1'.'ITION 4.4. Let (L, ~, 1) be a semi-compinge nt lattice. Let pL
be the space generated by (L, ~, 1). Let P4* be the collection of all finite
intersections of {vala E 1}. Then (pL, ~) where ~ is the st rong inclusion
generated by P4* is called the semi-proximity space generated by (L ,~, 1) .
As a consequence of the preceding lemma and theorem 2.5 we have
the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.3. The topology of (pL,~) coincides with the topology
of pL. The space (pL,~) is hemi-compact.
In the next section we will investigate what spaces are generated by
semi-compingent lattices.
REMARK 4.1. Suppose that in a distributive lattice L with 0 and 1
there is defined a supplementary relation ~ such that axioms L1 through
L4, L5* and L7 hold. As in definition 4.2 and 4.3 concentric systems can
be defined and the collection of maximal concentric systems .Ii can be
endowed with a topology for which {pala E L } is a base for the open sets
(pa= {~ I ~ E.Ii and a E ~}) . The resulting space is denoted by pL.
As follows from lemmas 4.1 ,4.2 and 4.3 in the proof of which the st ronger
form L5 of L5* and axiom L6 are not used , pL is a completely regular
T1-space.
In general such a space is not compact nor cocompact. Now one can
define inflatable elements as in § 2. An element a of L is inflatable if for
all band c, such that b~ c and c /\ a = 0, there exists d such that a ~ d
and d /\ b = O. The collection of all inflatable elements of L is denoted
by 1. As in definition 4.3 a space vI can be defined. As follows from
lemma 4.4 the space vI is a compact space. The topology of vI is weaker
than the topology of pL.
Thus tor every lattice L with a supplementary relation ~, such that L1
through L4, L5* and L7 hold, a completely regular Tl-space pL and a
compact space vI can be defined. The topology of vI is weaker than the
topology of pL. In order to ensure that vI is a cospace of pL an extra
condition is imposed on the inflatable sets by means of axiom L5.
§ 5. COCOMPACTIFICATIONS
First we investigate what spaces are generated by a semi-compingent
lattice. The following theorem gives a sufficient condition that a co-
compact space be generated by a semi-compingent lattice. As indicated
in § 3 the class of spaces which satisfies the condition which is given here,
is very broad.
THEORE~I 5.1. If a T1-space X is perfectly cocompact, then there
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exists a semi-compingent lattice (L, ~, I) such that X and ilL are
homeomorphic.
Theorem 5.1 is a consequence of the following stronger result.
THI<lOREM 5.2. Suppose that a Tl-space X is cocompact relative a
perfect neighbourhood subbase f!#. Let *X denote the cospace of X which
is determined by .91.
Then there exist a semi-compingent lattice (L, ~, I) and a mapping
I: X -)- pL such that both I: X -+ ttL and the induced map */: *X -+ v]
are homeomorphisms.
Proof. Let (£ denote the strong inclusion on X which is induced by.C!J.
As in example 4.1 let L be the lattice of the regularly open subsets of X.
For a, bEL let a ~ b if and only if a (£ b. Let
1= {a!a=intx (AI U ... U An)IA t E f!#}.
From proposition 4.1 it follows that (L, ~, I) is a semi-compingent lattice.
Now we define the mapping I : X -+ ttL. For each point z E X let I(x) =
= {a E" L lx E a}. From corollary 4.1. and theorem 4.1 it follows that I(x)
is a maximal concentric system in L. Observe that a E I(x) if and only if
x E a. Because X is a Hausdorff space, 1 is one-to-one. 1 is onto, because,
if $ C L is a maximal concentric system, then n $*0 by theorem 2.5.
Now for each regularly open set a E L we have I(a) = ua as is easily
seen. Because Land I(L) are bases for tho open sets of X and ttL re-
spectively it follows that 1 is a homeomorphism. It is not hard to show
that va = I(clxa) for every a E I . Observe that
clxintx (AI U ... U An) =clxintxA I U ... U clxintxAn,
for Ai E !!d, i = 1, ... , n. It follows that I and /(1) are bases for the closed
sets of the spaces "X and vI respectively.
Consequently *1 is a homeomorphism.
From the proof above the following corollary immediately follows.
COROLLARY 5.1. Let X be a Tl-space which is cocompact relative a
perfect neighbourhood subbase.
Then there exists a semi-compingent lattice (L , ~. I) such that (X, (£),
where (£ is the strong inclusion which is induced by fIJ, and the semi-
proximity space (pL, (£), which is generated by (L, ~, I) , are equimorphic.
Now we give necessary and sufficient conditions that the space which
is generated by a semi-compingent lattice, be compact Hausdorff.
DEFINITION 5.1. Let (L, ~, I) be a semi-compingent lattice.
The relation ~ is said to be complemented at eEL if, whenever a ~ b~ e,
there exist c and d such that c~ d, d 1\ a= 0 and c Vb=e.
THI<lOREM 5.3. Let (L,~, I) be a semi-compingent lattice. The fol-
lowing conditions are equivalent.
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I flL is a compact Hausdorff space.
II The topologies of flL .and vL coincide.
III ~ is complemented at 1.
Proof.
I ~ II: See theorem 3.6 in [2].
I -+ III: Suppose a ~ b~ I. Then va n (flL\flb) = 0 by theorem 2.1
and A =flL\flb is compact. For every ~ E A elements c<' d<E ~ n L are
selected such that c< ~ d< and fl(d<) n va = 0. By compactness of A there
exist ~l, ••• , ~n such that
A C V {fl(COi) Ii= I, ... , n} C V {fl(doi) Ii= I, ... , n} C flL\va.
Let c=C01 V ... V cOn and d=de1 V ... Vdon'
Then C~ d, d /\ a= 0 and C Vb= I (since uc V ub = flL).
Thus ~ is complemented at I.
III -+ II: The mapping f/J: flL -+ vL defined by f/J(~) = ~ is continuous,
one-to-one and onto.
We will show that f/J is open.
Let U be an open set in flL and ~ E U. Select a, b, e E ~ such that
a ~ b~ e and fle CU. Then b~ I and there exist C and d such that
c~d, d/\a=O and cVb=1.
Then vc V flb=flL. By axiom L5 there exist ec, Ii E I, i= I, ... , n such
that ei~ Ii, i= I, , nand C~ ei /\ ." /\ en and h /\ ... /\ In ~ d.
Then vc C VCl n n VCn C flh n n flln C fld and
flL\fld C flL\(VCl n n vCn) C flL\vc C flb.
Because ~ 1= pd, it follows that ~ E flL\(VCl n ... n vCn) C ub C U.
Because f/J(flL\(VCl n ... n VCn))=VI\(VCl n ... n vCn) C f/J(U), this shows
that f/J is an open map.
A relation between semi-compingent lattices and R-Iattices in [15] is
suggested by the following corollary.
COROLLARY 5.2. Let (L,~, I) be a semi-compingent lattice.
If the relation ~ is complemented at every ei= I, then flL is a locally
compact Hausdorff space.
In the proof of theorem 3.1 for every locally compact Hausdorff space
there is defined a strong inclusion. Observe that the relation ~ which
is induced by this strong inclusion satisfies the condition of the theorem.
Proof of the corollary 5.2. As in the proof of the preceding
theorem we consider the mapping f/J: flL -+ vl.
We will show that for every e~ I the map f/Jlfle: fle -+ ue is a homeo-
morphism. The corollary then follows from the theorem above. As in the
proof of theorem 5.3 it is sufficient to show that f/Jlfle is an open map.
Let U be an open subset of fle and ~ E U.
Select a, b E ~ such that a ~ b~ e.
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Then there exist c and d such that c~ d, d 1\ a = 0 and c V b= e.
It follows that vc U pb :J ue. Now the proof of theorem 5.3, III -+ II,
can be reproduced with f-lL replaced by ue.
REMARK 5.1. In case the space f-lL is a compact Hausdorff space a
compactness argument as employed in the proof of theorem 5.3, I -+ III,
can be used to show that the collection {vala E I} satisfies conditions NO
through N 4 in proposition 2.3. Moreover it can be proved that in that
case the lattice L is isomorphic to a "dense" sublattice of the lattice of
all regularly open sets of f-lL. In [17] this is the starting point for obtaining
a duality between the theory of compingent algebras and the theory of
compact Hausdorff spaces.
It would be interesting to find conditions that the collection {vala E I}
be a condensed neighbourhood subbase or satisfy conditions NO through N 4.
Finally we turn to cocompactifications.
DEFINITION 5.2. A space Y is a cocompactification of a space X if Y
is a cocompact extension of X i.e. Y is cocompact and X is a dense subset
of Y (cf. [3]); if moreover Y is perfectly cocompact, we will say that
Y is a perfect cocompactification.
The following theorems are suggested by theorems 5.1 and 5.2 and
the results in [17] and [3].
THEOREM 5.4. Let L be the lattice of all regularly open sets of a com-
pletely regular T1-space X. Suppose that a relation ~ on L and a subset
I of L are defined such that (L,~, I) is a semi-compingent lattice.
Then ul: is a perfect cocompactification of X.
Proof. We define a map qJ: X -+ f-lL as in the proof of theorem 5.2.
For each point x E X let f(x) = {a E Llx E a}. As in the proof of theorem 5.2
it follows that qJ is one-to-one. Moreover a E qJ(x) if and only if x E a,
and qJ(a) = pa (\ qJ(X) as is easily seen. From this it follows that X and
qJ(X) are homeomorphic. Because ua (\ qJ(X)=1= 0, if a =1= 0, qJ(X) is a dense
subspace of f-lL. As usual the spaces X and qJ(X) can be identified. This
proves the theorem.
In the next theorem it is stated that, conversily, if there is given a
perfect cocompactification Y of X, then a semi-compingent lattice
(L, ~,I) can be defined on the lattice of all regularly open sets of X
such that Y and f-lL are homeomorphic.
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose that a T1-space Y is a perfect cocompactifi-
cation of a space X. Let L be the lattice of all regularly open sets of X.
Then a relation ~ on L and a subset I of L can be defined such that
(L, <, I) is a semi-compingent lattice and Y and f-lL are homeomorphic.
Thus theorem 5.5 exhibits a universal method to obtain all perfect
cocompactifications. As mentioned before these cocompactifications in-
clude all compactifications and all complete metric extensions.
28 Indagationes
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In general there is no hope for getting a one-to-one correspondence
between the semi-compingent lattices (L, ~, I) on X and the classes of
topologically equivalent perfect cocompactifications. See remark 5.1 (cf.
[17], theorem 1.4.5).
Theorem 5.5 is a consequence of the following theorem.
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose that a Tl-space Y is cocompact relative a
perfect neighbourhood subbase f11j . Let *Y denote the cospace of Y which
is determined by f11j . Suppose that X is a dense subspace of Y. Let L be
the lattice of all regularly open sets 01 X.
Then a relation ~ on L and a subset I of L can be defined such that
1. (L,~, I) is a semi-compingent lattice.
2. There exists a mapping I: Y ~ f1L such that both I: Y ~ f1L and the
induced map */ : *Y ~ v] are homeomorphisms.
Proof. According to theorem 5.2 there exist a semi-compingent
lattice (L', ~', I') and a mapping g: Y ~ f1L' such that both g: Y ~ f1L'
and the induced map *g: *Y ~ vl' are homeomorphisms. As follows from
the proof of theorem 5.2 we may assume that L' is the lattice of all regu-
larly open sets of Y.
Let L be the lattice of all regularly open sets of a dense subspace X
of Y. Let f/J: L' ~ L be defined by f/J(a)=a n X , a E L'. It is not hard to
show that f/J is an isomorphism: f/J-I: L ~ L' is defined by <1H (a)=
=intycly(a).
Now for a, b EL let a ~ b if and only if f/J-l(a) ~ 'f/J-l(b).
Let 1= {f/J(c) IeE I'}.
Then (L, ~, I) is a semicompingent lattice as is easily seen.
Let A' and A denote the collection of all maximal concentric systems
of (L', ~', 1') and (L, ~, I) respectively.
Then by f/J there is induced a mapping tp: A ' ~ A . (In theorem 4.1
maximal concentric systems are characterized in an algebraic way).
Because f/J is an isomorphism, the maps rp: f1L' ~ f1L and *rp: v]' ~ v]
are homeomorphisms. Now (L,~, I) and l =rp'(J satisfy all properties
required.
PROBLEM. It is an interesting problem whether or not it is possible
to get a universal construction for perfectly cocompact extensions without
using a supplementary relation ~. This problem is harder to solve than
the corresponding problem for compact ifications concerning Wallman-type
compaetifications (see [10] and [4]). Maybe a negative answer to the
problem which is posed here, can provide a counterexample for the second
problem.
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